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MI ANALYSIS OF HAD-SAWING OPERATIONS

AT R

TAT IVE LARGE FIR SAWMILL3
INTRODUCTION

The head-sawing operat ion is the key to production
In moat sawmills since all other operations are usually

geared to the pace set by the head rig. Head sawing includes several related operations, namely, log loading,
setting out, sawing, carriage return,, log turning and dinposal or the last cent.
All sawmill operators realize the importance of
keeping the saw in the log as much or the time as possible.
They have been cognizant of the fact that the more time
consumed in the related operations that must be performed
by the sawyer and setter, the smaller the lumber production.
Despite this, few operators have undertaken to
break down the head-sawing operation into its component
elements to study the relationship and importance of these
individual elements to the overall operation. As tar as
is known no such studies pertaining to sawmills have
been published. Individual mills have made studies for
their own information but by and large the results are
not obtainable.
Such studies have attempted to determine the reason,
frequency and amount of lost time; the time per sawing line;

number of lines per log and number or turns per log. By
this method the number of turns and lines for a given
length of time may be determined but the time required
for eaoh element is 'known.
Objectives

inaamuoh as head sawing is the key operation in
production and. detailed information on bead sawing

readily available this study was initiated to pro..
vids some basic information and to exemplify a method of
obtaining data in sawmills. This same type of investigation might be employed later to study other sawmill
operations while more detailed and accurate investigations
might reflow as ezperienoe is gained in applying time
study techniques to lumber production.
The original objective of the present study was
to determine by a comparison of several ml)) s, if there
were combinations of equipment more efficient than
others in performing these various mechanical operations.
As the study developed it became obvious that the ob-

ectives should be altered.
There are many combinations of machinery possible

for use in the head end of a modern large fir sawmill.
Many operators have different ideas regarding the log
deck and carriage equipmant that is best suited to their

operation. There is no disputing the fact that different
equipment may be equally etticint in the yaryin situations encountered at sawmills,
No definite conclusions were reached as to the
greater efficiency of one combination or type of equipment over another due to the great number of variables en-

countered in the mills studied. .Among these variables
were the size of logs, type of loge, cutting practices, remenufaotux'ing equipment, cutting orders and design of mills.
Both the length and diameter as well as the grade and tex-

turs of logs varied constantly at the different mills
Dry, cold-deck logs, logs with varying degrees of rot, and
logs with sweep, swell butt or buns were observed. NaturaLly each mill differed cozwiderable in its cutting
practices. This was dependent on the policy of the mill.
and the personal decisions or the sawyer.
Some mills cut for the highest grade - others
strictly according to orders. It follows that logs of
the same size and quality would not be sawed necessarily
in the same maimer at two different mills.
The amount of remanufacturing equipment present in
mill plays an inpox'ta.rit roll in the breakdown of the

logs at the head rig. For example, Rosboro Lumber Company
need not saw as many lines per log as lk Lumber Company
due to the greater amount of remanufactuning equipment

present in the former.
As a result of the difficulties encountered with
variables, in its final term this paper is more of
analysis of each individual mill. Some comparisons
mills are made to illustrate possible uses of
of 8tudy but comparison of all mills was not
PG
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Data for this study were obtained by timing the
various elements of the head-sawing operation, such as
loading, setting out, sewing, carriage return, turning,
and disposal or the last cant. The tints required for each
of these elements, as a percent of total head sawing time,
was cc uted for each mill studied.
In addition the following facts were determined for
each mill;
The average length of time for each
element of head-sawing
The number of lines sawed per hour
The number of lines sawed per M

board feet, log scale

The number of turns per M board

feet, log Scale

The number of board feet per log

The average rate of feed in feet

per minu.te

The gross log scale cut per hour
Requisite supplemental information was gathered,
7.

including:
The type and amount of deck equipment

The size, make and saw characteristics

of the head rig
The type of carriage teed, set works
and dogs

The speed of the head rig roll case
and bull edger transfer chains
The diameter, length and charactertatics of each log sawed
Any avoidable or unavoidable delays were observed
and recorded.

The original project was planned to include only
from four to six sawmills, but such variation ma en
/7
countered that the number was increased to twelve.
They
included the Longview, Washington and Springfield, Oregon
divisions of the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company and the
following Oregon mills: Corvallis Lumber Company,

Corvallis; Clemens Forest Products, Philoinath, Fischer
Lumber Company, Maroola; Elk Lumber Coi4pany, Msdford;

Medford Corporation, Medford; Woodard Lumber Company,

Cottage Grove; W1,llamette Valley Lumber Company, Dallas;

Willatte National Lumber Company, Foster; Rosboro
Lumber Company, Springfield; Roseburg Lumber Company,
Roaeburg.

izitation
uman error was an important factor involved in the
ual timing. It was found impractical to note and xe-

ord all of the shorter elements with a duration of only
.02 or .03 minute. In such cases it was necessary to inlude these times in the preceding or succeeding element.
Another impoi'tnt liniitat ton was the tact that
data apply only to the periods of study, It was
possible that a mill may have been sawing pei'ticulaxly bad logs the day ox days on which time studies
were made. Thus, if there were more then the usual
iaaber of delays, more sawing time would be recorded and

results obtained would not be representative of
conclit tons usually prevailing in the mill.
PROCEDURE

The present investigation was essentially a time
Each element of head sawing was timed, the data
d and then analyzed far each of the several mills.
All timing was accomplished with one stop watch which ran
continuously during the sawing of one log. The time for
each element of sawing was determined by noting the time
of beginning each different element. The actual time
consumed for each element was computed later by an

snalysia of the continuous time record for eaoh lo,

time intervals were recorded in hundredths of minutes.
The watch was started when the sawyer activated the

log loader for each new log. The loading operation was
considered complete when the carriage started moving tothe saw. The set-out time was the time necessary
the carriage to move to the point where the saw

d the log. The sawing time, of course, was the time
required to make the actual out. The carriage return time
began as soon as tile saw left the log and ended when the
saw entered the log on the next cut, except when the log
or cant was turned.
When a turn was made the carriage return time
ceased and the turning time began when the carriage came

to a complete stop. The turn time ended when the carriage
started toward the saw. The aet..out tia was again recorded as described above.

The time to dispose at the last cant began with

the end of the last cut

and ended when the carriage

3tart$d its return to the deck. The final carriage reurn did not end until the log loader was activated for
he next log.
some rn4jis so-called flying turns were c:de,
4, the turn was made while the carriage was in

motion or during the very brief interval required for
carriage reversal. At these times no separate turning

operation and set out times were recorded as such. A note
was made that a turn had been performed and the time taken
for this turn was included In the carriage return time.
The time recorded for this type of turn was computed later
by subtracting the average carriage return time without a
turn from the return time which Included flying turns.
A serious limitation of the continuous stop watch
method was this: the time for each element was computed

by subtracting the time noted at the start of that element
from the time recorded at the beginning of the following
element

This entailed a very tedious and time-consuming
compilation of data. The main advantages of this method

were that all of the time had to be accounted for and the
total time for each log was obtained with accuracy.
Furthermore, this method was faster and more convenient
when unexpected events such as delays occurred.
Computation of data

The percent of total time for each component alemeat was determined as follows: the total amount of time
taken for each element in sawing all of the logs was

divided by the total time the mill was studied; this
fiure, multiplied by 100, gave the percent of total
time for that Individual element. To illustrate, the
ollowing formula is presented:

% Time to load

Total load time (or all los) x 100

Total time
The lines per hour were computed by the following

forait
per hour

Total No. or lines
Thtal ti (hra.7

The following values (in minutes) were computed b,

use or the foru1as presented below:
Ave. time to load - Total load time
rotal o. of log
Ave. time set out - Total set out time
Total Ro. set outs timed
Ave. sawing time * - Total sawing time
Total No. Ôt 'line
Aye return time
Total return time
otal No. of returns
turn time
Total turn time
Total flo. o turns
Aye cant of t time - Total oant oft tIme

otalNo. of 1oa

me per line

Total study time
0

Ave. teed rate

.0
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Len4th of aye. jog (tt.
time to sv one line

Ave
Ave

I

time per out# - Sawin time 4 Return sawing t line
TOtal No. of outs

Average time to saw one line
Incliding related operat lone
Weyerhaeuser's mill at Longview

day and in day cut log average the than greater aowhat
was mill this in timed logs the of size average The
rig. head the on completely quite down log the breaks that
mill a of typical was Company Lumber Corvallis The
inches.
28.1 was diameter log average The feet. 34.1 was length
log average The diameter. in inches 51 to 16 and length
iii feet 44 to 16 from ranging logs sawed mill This
5. and 4, 3, 2, tables in shown are m&ll this at
operation head-sawing the on Data deck. log and carriage,
saw, the on information additional lists 1 Table
flipper. cant operated hydraulically a with equipped
was carriage The deck. the on used
we nigger and turner
hook A equipment. renianufacturjng as resaw band vertical
a and gang a using study, the of time the at feet board
M 125 approximated production daily average The
studied.
mills Company Lumber Valley Willainette three the of one was
Corvallis
Company Lumber

Corvallis

Company. Lumber

studied mifla of Description

feet board
1000 x turns of No.
feet board
of No.
1000 x

lin.

Total
Total Total
Total -

bd.

ft.

M.

ft.

M

M

per
per

Lbs

follows: as omputed
were

feet board thousand per turns

and

lines

The
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out

Therefore, the lines and turns per M board feet as
omputed are actually rather low for this particular mill.
Despite this fact, the Corvallis mill averaged 4 more
lines per } board test than the Willamette Valley Lumber
Company mill at Dallas during the periods studied.
The head-sawing operation in this mill was by an
large very efficient. There was excellent coordination
between the sawyer and setter when turns and set outs
were made. The main drawback to even better efficiency
was the fact that the carriage itself was somewhat slow
in stopping and in acoeleration on the return. This of
course is a mechanical short-coming and is in no way the

fault of the sawyer or setter.
Corvallis Lumber Company was one of the few mills
id that had nanually operated dogs. Several times
mall delays occurred when the rear dogger missed the

ignal to release the dogs.
Clemens Forest Products. Clemens Forest Products,

d Just east of Philoniath, Oregon, cut approximately
U board feet per day at the time this study was made.
A vertical band resaw comprised the remanufacturing
equipment. This nil had an air activated nigger and

hook turner as deck eqi4pment. The carriage had an

electric cable drive, manully operated dogs and electr
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setworks.

Table 1 lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the headaawing operation

at this mill are shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 22 to 42 feet
in length and 13 to 43 inches in diameter. The average log
length was 37.1 feet. The avera4e log diameter was 24.8
inches.
Clemens Forest Products mill was somewhat unique in

that the back end of the mill seemed to set the pace and
the head sew merely sawed at a rats consistent with th1
pace. Therefore, the head. end of the mill was never in a
hurry. Most cuts were made in a leisurely maimer and thia
pace was not changed unless the head rig fell behind.
Even though the head-sawing operations were perform-

ed at a slower rate than at most mills they were very consistent ad the log breakdown was such that a high rate
of production was maintained.

The electric carriage drive used in this mill had
a more uniform return time when large, heavy logs were

This drive seems to have faster acceleration
with the heavier logs than comparable steam drives.
sawed.

Elk Lumber Company.

Elk Lumber Cozrapany located a

Mad.tord, Oregon, which is actually a pine mill in design,
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was cutting an average of 80 percent fir and 20 percent
pine at the time of study. The mill wa cutting approxiate1y 70 M board feet per eight-hour shift. No remanufacturing equipment was present in the mill. A resaw
rae used to split material in the planing mill. The deck
was equipped with a steam nigger. The carriage had air
dogs, a 8hotgun feed and electric set works.
Table 1 lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head-sawing opera-

tion at this iu1 are shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 14 to 1 feet
length and 13 to 39 inches in diameter. The average
log length was 16.7 feet. The average log diameter was
28.1 inches.
Elk Lumber Coziany had a very efficient headaawing operation The log breakdown was more oomplete at
the head rig in this mill than in any mill studied due
prirg%rily to limited remanufacturing equ.iasent. Table 1
reveals that this mill made 50.7 lines par M board feet.
This figure undoubtedly was somewhat high since pine was
being sawn twice when this iid.l1 was timed. All pine at
this time was being cut 6/14-inohes in thickness on the
head rig. Table 6 gives the lines per IL board feet when

cutting pine as compared to the lines per II board feet
when cutting fir at this nih

The overall efficiency of this mill was of interes
ix iion on the zxajU. floor were responsible for an hourly
production of approximately 9 M board feet Furthermore,
this high production rate was accomplished under a careful.ly supervised cutting policy and with a high degree of
accuracy.

The kerf of 3/16" w&s taken out of the cut Since
cut primarily into two-inch, green dimension this
owe i/c" for dressing. Admittedly this was rather close
tolerance and no doubt some hit and miss occurred in
planing but this mill was the only one tinted which kept the
equipment in a condition to take the kerf out of the piece
being sawn.

Medford Corjorat ion. Medtord Corporation at

dford,
Oregon, had a daily productive capacity of approximately
2O M board feet at the tti of study. This production
was accomplished with two head rigs. Both rigs were timed.
A gang and horizontal resaw comprised the remanufacturing
equipment. One side had less deck equipment and a lighter

carriage than the other. This side received the smlier
logs. Both carriages had shotgun feeds and electric dog
Table I lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head-sawing operation
at this mill are shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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Head rig 1 sawed logs ranging from 12 to 26 feet
in length and 19 to 44 inches in dianter. The average

log length was 18.2 feet. The average log diameter was
28.0 inches.
Head saw 2* sawed logs ranging from 16 to 24. fast
in length and 14 to 35 inches in diameter. The average
log length was 18.2 feet, The averags log diameter was

25.8 inches.
Me dford Corporation had a very efficient bead

sawing operation. The small rig at this mill took less

time to load and turn than any single-cutting miU
studied. This same rig had a higher average rate of feed
and sawed more lines per hour than any other mill.
liacher Lumber Comoani.

Fischer Lumber O..any at
axcola, Oregon, had an average daily production of around
100 U board feet at the time of study. This mill had made
a departure from the traditional sawmill construction in
that it was ouilt entirely of steel. J double-cutting

rig and a small 54" vertical band resaw made up the
reinanufacturing equipment. A steam nigger and hook
turner were used on the log deck. The carrIage was
equipped with air dogs and an electric cable drive.
28
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Table 3. lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head-.aawing operation
this nil], are shown In tables 2, 3, 4., and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 3)4 to 38 feet In
length and 9 to 39 Inches in diameter. The average log
length was 21.8 feet. The average log diameter was 25.3
inches.
Although Fischer Lumber Company had an efficient

head -sawing operation It appeared that various elements
would have been more efficient If it were not for some

limitations In the design of the mill. The fundamental
difficulty was the fact that the niggar was designed to
accometodate longer logs than those sawed. It the nigger
had been placed closer to the head saw, a saving in time
would have been realized since the carriage would not
have had to return as far when a turn was made. This

situation caused the percent of total time for the set
out operation at this mill to be greater than at any other
mjll studied.
Another minor shortcoming in the design of this
mill was the slope of the deck. The slope was slight beyond the loader and several delays were observed when a
small log without much inertia stopped In the area
between the log loader and the hook turner and nigger.
A unique feature of this mill was an automatic
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system which securely looked the carriage in place whenever a log was turned or loaded. The bracing behind the
carriage necessary for this look system absorbed most of
the shock when a heavy log was rolled on the carriage a
Such an arrangement should aid in keeping the equipment
in accurate alignment.
The same carriage return results were noted for

this electric carriage drive as were mentioned in the
discussion of Clemens Forest Products The carriage return time was not increased very iauoh when a heavy log
was on the carriage.
Woodard Lumber Company.

Woodard Lumber Company at

Cottage Grove, Oregon, had a capacity of approximately
150 M board feet per day at the time of 3tudy. A vertical
band z'esaw was used in the remanuracturing department.
The deck was equipped with a steam operated hook turner.

Table 1. lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head-sawing operation at this xitl are shown in tables 2, 3., 4, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 14 to 2B test
in length and 14 to 47 inches in diameter. The average
length was l9. feet. The average log diameter was 26.9
inches.
1

Woodard Lumber Company was typical or the average
large fir sawmill. The head-sawing operation was
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efficient

not particularly outstanding, yet conducted
in a maimer that maintained a consistent rate of produc-

tion. This mill was observed to have delays whenever
large logs were encountered For example, on the large,
heavy logs the loader was unable to roll them down for
loading, thus creating a hold up at the head rig.
Rosboro Lumber Coany. Rosboro Lumber Conany at
Springfield, Oregon, had a capacity of around 150 M board
test per day at the time of study. A seven-foot pony
band saw and a vertical resaw were used as remanufacturing
equipment. The carriage had a shotgun feed and air dogs.

The deck was equipped with a steam nigger and hook turner.

Table 1 lists additional information on the sa
arriags, and log deck. Data on the head....sawlng operation
this mill are shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 14 to 38 feet in
length and 13 to 4.1 inches in diameter. The average log
length was 24O feet. The average log diameter was 246
inches.
Rosboro Lumber Company, like Clemens Forest Products,

sawed in a very leisurely manner. This mill relied heavily
on its remanufacturing department for its production. Only
two other mills have fewer lines per M board feet. The
head end seemed pr1rniri1y interested in supplying
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sufficient material to the r anufacturing departimen
Therefore, the log breakdown was not too complete at the
head rig and a high production pace could be maintained
even though the actual sawing was slower.
Willamette Valley Lumbar Coiany. The Wilamette
Valley Lumber Company mill at Dallas had a capacity of
approximately 325 M board feet when both head rigs were
in operation. Only mill A was operating when this study
was made, and was the only one timed. The carriage had a
shotgun feed, electric set works and manually operated
dogs. A steam nigger and book turner were used on the
deck.

Table 1 lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head-sawing operation at this IU111 are shown in tables 2, 3, 4., and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 18 to 40 feet
in length and 15 to 47 inches in diameter. The average
log length was 34.7 feet. The average log diameter was
29.3 inches.
The Willametta Valley Lumber Company mill was

t5nied on three different occasions. Unfortunately two
of these times were not exactly representative of the
usual sawing conditions at this plant. One day very bad
logs were being sawed and an unusual amount of delay
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time was observed due to rotten chunks stopping on the
rolls Another day the relief sawyer was sawing and it
was asuaed that at this time the sawing operations were
not performed in the same manner as when the regular
sawyer was on duty.

This Willamette Valley Lumber Company mill relies
heavily on remanutacturing equipment for production as

evidenced by the tact that only 6.8 cuts per IL board
test were made. The sawing was done in a leisurely manner
but again the breakdown was such that a high rate of
production was maintained.

The Dallas mu], also had the highest percent of
avoidable delay time. This was due to the fact that

Us this mill was being timed no organized relief of
the eetter and doggers occurred. Once it was necessary
for one of the doggers to go to the toilet. During the
tima he was gone the head rig; was held
was classed as ai avoidable delay.

t.

This delay

Roseburg Lumber Coiany Jcircular mill).

T

double circular mill of the Roseburg Lumber Company,
located on the north side or Roseburg, Oregon, was
utting around 100 M board feet per day at the time of

ty. It had a band resaw as remanufacturing equipment.
The deck was equipped with a steam nigger.

Table 1 lists additional intormat ion on the
carriage, an log deck. Data on the bead sawing operation
at this mill are shown in tables 2, 3, L1, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging franz 14 to 30 teat in
length and 13 to 45 inches in diameter. The average length
was 20.4 feet. The. average log diameter was 25.4 inches.
This mill had, an efficient head-sawing operation
despite the tact that the carriage was somewhat sluggish
in acceleration on return, especially with the larger logs.
tact, the average carriage return time was considerably
ater than the average sawing time per line, This was
ertly to the slow carriage acceleration cnd partly
because the sawing time included only the time the saw

is in the log.
The Roseburg circular mill was breaking in new men

at the back end once while it was timed. As a result an
number of delays occurred at the bead rig. Thereore this mill had a higher percent of unavoidable delay
ime at the head saw than any of the other mills studied.
The kert allowance for the circular saw provides
teresting comparison. The actual kert of the head

a little more than 3/8 inch.

However,

inch was

allowed for kert on each cut nzade, This condition is very
much in contrast with Elk Lumber Company where actually no
allowance was made for ker? since it was taken out of the
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piece being cu

S

Roaebur Lumber Co*ny (Band mill). Roaeburg
Lumber Company's band mill, located Just south of Dillard,
Oregon, bad a capacity of around 100 M board feet per day
at the time ol study. The deck was equipped with a steam
nigger and a hook turner. The oarriage had a steam cable

driv, and electric dogs.
Table 1 lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head.. sawing operation
at this mill are shown in tables 2, 3, 6, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 16 to 42 feet in
length and 12 to 4.3 inches in diameter. The average log
length was 31.2 feet. The average log diameter was 23.0
inches.
The Roseburg Lumber Company band mill had an

attioient head-sawing operation. At the time this study
was made two sawyers were employed. They alternated at
awing and it Is believed that this method is conducive
to efficient production since no doubt one sawyer tends

tire out before the day is finished.
The delay times at this mill were interesting in
character. Most of them were due to the head rig getting
cad of the bull edger or the trimmer. The storage
spaces ahead of the bull edger and trimmer were less than

in most mills

Thus, most of these delays could be at-

tributed to a shortcoming in the design of the mill.
Another minor objection to the design of this mill

was the high slope of the log deck.

This situation caused

the heavy logs to gain considerable monntum after Isaying the log loader and before bitting the carriage knees.
Quite often the heavier logs hit the knees with sufficient
force to shake the entire head end of the mill.

It is

believed that this feature will tend to knock the equip-

int out of line and create a definite maintenance problem.
Willamette National Lumber Company.

The Willamette

National Lumber Company mill at Foster, Oregon, had a
cutting capacity of 165 M board feet per day at the time
of study.

A gang and a vertical band resaw were used as

remanufacturing equipment.

The log deck was ecuipped

with a steam nigger and a hook turner.

The carriage had

a shotgun feed and air dogs.

Table I lists additional information on the saw,

carriage, and log deck. Data on the head..sawjng opera-

tion at this mill are
This zaLl

in length and 1

shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.

sawed logs ranging from 16 to 42 feet
to 4.3 inches in diameter.

log length was 3, .1 feet.
27.0 inches.

The average

The average log diameter was

The Wiflamette National Lumber Company mill was re-

let ively new and was undoubtedly still undergoing the
inevitable difficulties encountered when a new mill is pu
production. Actually the hea sawing operation was
efficient. However1, frequent small dalays at the

rig occurred when the rolls, triirer transfer chains,
or edger transfer chains CUd not get rid of the pieces
fast enough. These delays in themselves were not of long
duration nor did they particularly hamper production, but
they re frequent enough to be of importance over a long
period of time It is assumed that this difficulty will
be: remedied in time.
Weyerhaeuser Timber Company (Syringtield). Weyerhaeuser Timber Company' a mill at Springfield, Oregon, was

M board feet per day at the time
of study, with two head rigs. A single-out band with a
long, large carriage was used along with a double-cutting
rig. The double-cut saw had a lighter carriage and out
the amaUer, shorter logs. Only the single-cut saw was
timed. This mill had an eight-foot, double-cutting pony
rig, a gang and a horizontal bend resaw as remanufacturing equipment. The large carriage had an electric cable
drive and was equipped with air dogs and air cant flippers.
This carriage was unique in that it was the only one
cutting approximately
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featuring an offset.
Table 1 lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and, log deck. flata on the head..aawing operation
at this mill are shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.
This mill sawed logs ranging from 26 to 42 feet in
length and 18 to 52 inches in diameter. The average log
length was 35.9 feet. The average lag diameter was 33.4,
inches.

Weyerhaeuser's 3pringfield mill, like the WillaNational Lumber Conany at Foster, was a new mill.

encountering the expected difficulties in smoothlug out production. The carriage at this mill was one of
;he heaviest in the industry, weighing 40 tons. Originally a l4inch, shotgun feed was used but acceleration was
too slow due to the weight of the carriage. An electric
carriage drive having a faster acceleration but a lower
maximum speed than the old shotgun has been installed.
The company plans to increase the return speed or the

electric drive to equal that of the old shotgun feed.
This change should lower the average return time.
The sawyer was very cautious at this milL He

made sure that the oftbearere had the slab in the
and he carefully checked to see if slivers were
clear of the saw since this saw bad no sliver teeth.
This mill, 3.1k. several others studied, relied
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heavi

on remanutaoturing equipment for production. Only
ea per M board feet were made
less than at any

other mills studied.
Werhaeuaer Timber Coany LongYiew).

yer-

hasuser Timber Company's plant at Longview, Washington,

included three 8awmills. Only mill No. 2 was timed.
This null cut around 60 M board feet per hour with three
doubleucutting head rigs at the time of study. All three
head rigs were timed for a short while Two rigs are de-

signed for shorter logs (16-24 feet) while the third
handled long logs (up to 42 feet). The carriages were all
equipped with electric dogs. Twin steam engine cable
carriage drives were used. Two gang saws, a horizontal
band, and a vertical band resaw made up the remanufacturing equipment.

Table 3. lists additional information on the saw,
carriage, and log deck. Data on the head-sawing operation
t this 131i11 are shown in tables 2, 3, 4, and
Number 1* rig sawed logs ranging from 24 to 2
feet in length and 17 to 35 inches in diameter. The
average log length was 32.7 feet. The average log
diameter we.a 25.0 inches.
See page
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Number 2" rig sawed logs ranging from 14 to 20
feet in length and 18 to 27 inches in diameter. The average lo length was 17.2 feet. The average log diameter
was 24.5 inches.
Number 3* rig sawed logs ranging from 14 to 20 feet

in length and 17 to 30 inches in diameter. The average
log length was 16.9 feet. The average log diameter was
22.1 inches.
The head-sawing operations at all of the head rigs
at eyerhaeuaer's Longview mill 2 were extremely efficient.
The fastest cutting rig made approximately 175 more outs
per hour than the fastest single-cut rig timed.
Weyerhaeuser's Longytew mill was in a class of its
therefore no comparisons were made between it and. any
other mill. This mill was the only one where a doublecutting rig was timed and some difficulties were encounter-

ed in the technicue of timing. More practice in timing a
double-cutting saw would be necessary before coz1ete1y
3atisfactory timing could. be accomplished.
BE$ULTS

Most of the results are presented in tabular form.
It was necessary to contract the names of the various mills
" See page 28
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to facilitate their use in the tables. The following code
Was used:

C1enns - Clemens Forest Products
Corvallis - Corvallis Lumber Company
Dallas - Willamette Valley Lumber Company
Bik - Elk Lumber Company
Fischer - Fischer Lumber Company

Foster

Willamette National Lumber Company

Longview - Weyerhaeuser Timber Company

(Miii 2 at Longview)

Medoo

Medford Coxporat ion

Rosboro
Rose burg B

Roseburg C

Roaboro Lumber Company

Roseburg Lumber Company

(Band mill)

Roseburg Lumber Company

(Circular mill)

ingfield - Weyerhaeuser Timber Company

Springfield mill

Woodard - Woodard Lumber Comp 7

A Bumaury of the information obtained on the head

saw, carriage and log deck at each mill can be found in
Table 1. The head rigs in the Weyerhaeuser Timber
Company mill at Longview are listed as rigs 1, 2 and

Number 1 rig is the large log rig or the one to the left
if the mill is viewed from the log deck.. Rig 2 is the
saw in the middle while rig 3 is the short log rig on the
outside

The same system was used with the two head rigs

tABLE]. AS
Motor

prsr Ga
(lip)
300

Corvallis
aU*a

Tooth Rim

Zidth Kerf Strain Space Speed Turner
(in) (in) (lb.) (in) ft/mm
3

8,6bo

25012

18,000

3

9,600 Tie

22,000

3 10000

1/Is

200

3/16 15,000

Fischer

350

1/h 18,000

Foster

250

8,000

12

Rigs2&3 300
oRig].
250

2

3

Blocks Dci

ttJiøin ft/mm
Cab

b Manual Tea

360

100

Manual Tee

390

100

b2o

150

No

360

21i0

T..

370

220

No

100

100

is

Tea

iI

10,000

No

12"

9j00

Tea

9,600 rae

Speed

Cant Speed Transfer
flipper Rolls Chains

*30 b Manual No

(so - steam shot gun)

50 3 Air

hAir
ih"

80 b Air

21,000 2-7/8 9,600

Tøø

Cable

b

Elect, roe

boo

135

2.2

21,000 2-7/8 9,600

No

Cable

5

Elect.

No

100

335

12

17,000 2-1/2 9,800 Zea

3.Ij"

30 3 Elect.

No

3.

200

17,000 2-1/2 9,200

3.h"

80 3 Elect.

ito

380

2.30

T.

h2o

150

T..

So h Air
Cable
h Elect.

No

360

95

Mo

Cable

Elect.

ito

360

100

Tee

Cable

too

100

360

230

Longviev Rig 3. 300

250

Itosboro

roe

18,500

12

No. of

Hook

12

250

ACH MILL STTJI)

TJIPMENT AT THE HEAD

167

350

No

9,500 Tea

9,000

Roeeburg B
Roeebuzg C

300

IrS

Springfield

hoo

12

22,000

Woodard

300

12

7/32 18,000

3

9,600 Tee

1h"

3

Tee
S Air
lbs 30 3 Elect. No

30

the Mediord Corporation mill. Rig 1. was the large log

aw to the left as the mill is viewed from the log deck.
Certain information pertaining to the head end of
is has been omitted from Table 3. in cases vthere all
s were very similar All head rigs ware band saws
except one. aeh mill was equipped with log stop and
loaders and niggers. The deck equipment was activated b
eain in all mills except Clemens Forest Products where
was uaed. The carriages in e.11 ndlls had electric

setworks and taper sets.
Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 are s wirrn' lee of the inforinaobtained by timing the head-sawing operation at each
of the mills The average time taken for the component
elements of head sawing are given for each mill In Table
4. Information on the logs and cutting practices are
included in Table 2.
Xt must be remembered that the values given

these tables are relative. The effect of certain
variables on these figures should be taken Into consideration. For eple, the length and diameter of logs
sawed must be considered in comparing the average sawing

ttr per line at various mule.
The total tins of the study and the total time
taken f or each component element for all logs studied is
listed in Table 3. It should be remembered that the time

2ABU 2 AN ANALYSIS OF TUE UEAD-SAWING OPERATION AT SEV1RAL DOUGLAS FIR MILLS

(Based on time studies of the operation at each i11)
Clemens

Number of loge

timd

Total time of .tudy

Gross scale ol logs timed (bd.ft.)

40
180.814
142.140(

(roee scale per log (bd.ft.)
1060
Grosa log scale per hour (bd.ft.) 114.0714

Corvallis
30
115
314.1714

!E
59

197.71
83.27l

1139
17.75M

55
1514.37

22.7714
14114

25.2714

66

148

.39.27
12.8c*I
8

8.8514

Foster

136.07
57.7514

1203
.144x

Medoo No. I

6o
117.86
140.8614

68].

2

47

67,94
2079M
1442

Roeboro
69

135.39
147.7614

692

Roeeburg B
51

116.17
40.2014

788

Roseburg C
56

117.46
37.14314

668

Spvingfield

Woodard

26

ho

103.59
59.5714

2291

103.20
27.1014

678

20.8(14

18.3614

1914

99

55

161

102

139

111

150

25.111(

21.1714

20.7614

19.1214

34.501!

17.7614

Number of set outs timed

151

107

218

71

Number of turns timed

112

93

159

169

125

1146

119

1147

133

lii

136

814

111

Number of lines timed

1489

358

566

1154

592

1487

821

5314

1412

1*48

555

286

521

Iwb.r of turns p.r 14 bd.tt.

2.6

2.7

1.9

7.4

2.9

2.5

3.6

7.1

2.8

2,8

3.6

1.14

14.1

Number of lines per 14 bd.ft.

11.5

10.5

6.8

50.7

13.8

8.14

20.1

25.7

8.6

1]..1

114.8

11.8

19.2

lumber of lines per

162

Rate of feed (ft./min.)

1914

185
254

172

14149

255

2114

252

222

280

303

1473

182

231

283

166

303

3148

167

2714

300

2114

271

TABLE).

TOTAL SYDDY T:

Total tine Load Set a

AT EACH SILL

Cant off

Return

!.D.**

180.814

6.142

5.914

93.27

60.33

10.90

2.33.

1.67

.5.51

3.143

14.714

147.80

12.20

9.12

2.38

5.814

.71.

8.32

6.78

96.148

51 .143

3.14.27

3.93

12.1414

1514.37

2.75

1.70

73.147

62.17

10.83

.68

2.23

Fischer

339.27

7.32

6.90

57.85

146.2?

12.59

6.18

2,36

Foster

336.07

6.1?

5.91

59.143

141,73.

11.314

2.3.9

9.3.7

)dco No. 3.31

3.17.86

3.89

2.iiO

149.30

148.87

8.26

14.05

3.09

67.914

2.35

1.29

27.96

28.83

14.60

2.63

235.39

8.314

5.25

59.20

36.146

13.142

6.914

Rosebiirg B

.7

5.08

3.83

51.23

9.01

2.03

Roeeburg C

117.146

14.26

1.1$

38.07

11.32

2.36

Springfield

103.59

14.27

1&.31i

148.142

324)

8.142

1.69

3.85

Woodard

103.20

14.96

14.3.0

38.214

38.51

8.7].

2.142

6.26

Corv&l4 I

Dallas

Medco No. 2
Rosboro

* The large log side
** TI.!).

unavoidable delay

- avoidabl, delay

1.06

TEE AVERLOE TIME REQUIRED )'OR EACE ELEMENT OF TEE HEADSAWIJO OPERATION

(Based cii the logs timed at each mill)
Average time in minutes for the indicated operation
Carriage Return
3
Cant off
Turn

set out
Clemens

.16

39

.12

.10

.06

Corvalli

.37
.32

Dallas

.09

Elk

.0!;

Fischer

.10

?ostei'

.08
.07

Medco No. 2.

1kdco No. 2

Per line

.06

.0!;

Roaeburg Band

.08

Roeeburg Circular

.08

Springfield

.10

Woodax'd

.08

.26

TABLE 5.

PERCENT OF TII

TA :i

FCUt E&CR LUNT 0?

TB HEAD -6AWINO OPERATION A? TWELVE DOUOLLS FIR MILLS

total time
(in mm.)

Load

S.t out

Stir

1..

Return Turn
___

Cant off

U.D.

1.

A.D.

L

Clemens

18O.81

3.55

3.28

51.58

6.03

1.28

.92

Corvallis

115,51

2,97

14.10

141.38

7.90

2.06

5.o6

Dallas

197.71

14.21

3.141

148.80

27.53

7.22

1.99

6.29

.514

Elk

1514.37

1.78

1.10

147.59

140.27

7.03

1.1414

.35

Fiscbsr

139.27

5,11

14,95

1s1J13

33.22

Fo.t.r

336.07

14,53

11.314

143.68

30.65

Medco No. 1

117.86

3.30

2.014

141,83

JL146

7.01

92

Medea No. 2

67.914

3.146

3.90

141.15

142113

6.77

.22

Roeboro

135.39

6,16

3.88

113.73

26.92

9.91

14.27

Roseburg B

116.17

14.37

3.30

1414.10

314.86

7.75

Roseburg C

117.146

3.63

3,53

32)4

Springfield

103.59

14.12

Woodard

103.20

14.81

3.97

14.1414

1.70
6.714

1.75

3.87

39.2].

2.01

9.142

146.714

31.147

1.63

3.72

37.05

37.32

2.314

6.07

8.1414

.19
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given in column 3 of table 3 for the set-out tins in
eludes only those set outs timed where the log was loaded

or tu'ned.
Table 5 gives the percent of total time token for
component element of the hea&-sawing operations at

th. mills studied. The basis for this table was the
data on the tins taken tar each head..eawing element as
abo in Table 3.
One possible maasure of head-sawing efficiency is
he percent of time spent in sawing. In other words, if

the saw is kept in the log a high proportion of the titus
indicates a high percent of productive effort and a
imwn of time spent in the related headsawing elements
f loading, turning, etc. This measure of efficiency can
be read from Table 5 but must b used with discretion.
it could be possible for a mill with a relatively
inefficient bead..sawing operation to have a high percent
sawing time for a high percent of sawing tins could
result from slow sawing.

Goaris one between mills

Despite the fact that the many variables of fe Cting head sawing meke direct comparisons between mtll3

difficult it may be desirable to compare sawing
practices at two individual i11
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It the mill equipment and products sawed are not
too different it may be possible to compare two mills on
the basis of a given size of log. As examples at possible
comparisons the writer has made seven, each of which is
described on the succeeding pages.
These particular comparisons were made for two
general reasons. First it was desired to determine the
effect of obvious differences in equipment at two mills
on head.eawing practices and rates. Second, it was de-

sired to coare two mills with similar equipment to
determine if head-sawing operations were identical. It
in tbe second case head-sawing operations were not
identical, the reasons for any differences were sought.
The comparisons include:
1k Lumber Company and Medtord Corporation

Weyerhaeuser Timber Company's Springfield mill
and Willamette VRlley Lumber Company

Corvallis Lumber Company and Fischer Lumber
Company

Roaeburg Lumber Company' a band and circular mills
Fischer Lumber Company and Woodard Lumber Company

Clemens Forest Products and Roaboro Lumber
Company

Fischer Lumber Conany and Willaiiette National
Lumber Ciany
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1k Lumber Con3pay and iadford Cor9jçat ton. Elk
Lumber Company and the Msdford Corporation Were compaz'ed

in order to analyze the head-sawing operations of two
iii11 0 with a great discrepancy in remEtnufaoturing equipMedoo had a gang and a horizontal band resaw while
znent
Elk had no remaxiu.taoturing equipnnt in the 8aWflLtll.

Both of these mills were sawing pine at least once
while they were timed. Therefore, they were compared

separately on a pine and a fir basis. The logs were not
taited to a certain size class because there was not
too great a variation in log size at these mills.
The results of comparing these two mills ar
summarized in Tables 6 and 7.
The effect of remanuracturing equipment on headwing time and production was well illustrated by Oempaz'ing Elk Lumber Company to rig 2 at the Medford
Corporation. Table 6 reveals that ]1k sawed almost as

meny lines per hour (483. versus 510) but cut slighti
lees than 50 percent as much log scale of pine per hour.
Elk cut thinner stock on the head saw, turned more often
and had a slower rate of carriage feed.
While sawing fir the relationship between Elk
umber Company and rig 2 at Medford Corporation was
essentially the same as desorlbed for pine. 130th rise

had a slightly higher rate of produotion, turned less,

TABLE 6. A C014PARISON 0? ThE EELD SAWING OPERLTIONS AT MET)FORI)

C0RP(ATI0N AND ELK Lu

Ntmther of logs 15

13

study
147.146
Total gross
acale (bdJt)16.l1M

21.19

Total tine of
Gross bd.ft.
per log

Gross bd.ft.
per hour
Set outs timed
Lines timed
Average time

6.21411

20.3711
514

514

16.68i
21
35

314

28

70.140

146.75

80.67

114.5511

12.6711

550

1i28

8.2211 21.1011

13

3214

145

10.1011 214,7511
3Th

1480

10714

Turns timed
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: C0PANT

18.6811
314

145

83

95

72

591

I97

3514

9.14211

28
86
563

in minutes:

to load

to set out
tosas
to return
to turn

.07

.014

.014

.02
.06
.06
.06

.02
.05
.05

.02
.06
.05

.05
.12

Turns par I

bd.ft.
bd.ft.

Lines per U

3.3

20.1
Lines per hour 1410

Rate of feed
(ft/mm)

di

250

.07*
.01
.12

.014

for cant off .06
per line
.15

5.6
28.8

8.2
58.5

.06
.02
.06
.06

.05
.02
.05
.05

.06
.03
.07

.05
.07

.014

.05
.02

.06
.13

.11j

3.8

20.1

.114.

14.9

6.8

214.3

1414.14

510

1481

14214

13514

335

282

332

350

2314
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TABLE 7,

RCENT OF TIME TAJCEN FOR EACH HEAD-SAWING

ELEMENT AT WEDFORD CORPORATION ANT) ELK LUMBER CONPANT

Fir

Pine
Medee 1

Medeol

Medea

Co

Elk

of total tiie

2.76

2,60

1,32

1.05

3.85

2.21

2.17

1.33

1.55

1.78

.89

10.58

i$,51

liOa3l

1l.11

19.50

1i3.79

14.39

141.07

Ijl.82

38.314

Turn

6.32

6.914

8.18

7.17

6.69

5.95

Cant off

1.9].

3.30

.30

b.1&6

Lii

.57

.52

1,09

.32

2.29

1havoidab1e del

.68

Avoidable delay

100

100

-

.25
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made fewer ttuns and lines per M board feet, and had a

slower rate of carriage feed with fir.
Rig 1 at Medford Corporation, sawing larger 1

had a higher production rate than either rig 2 Or Elk,
as would be expected.

One other point of comparison was revealed in
Table 7.

Elk Lumber Company kept the saw in the log a

higher percent of the time. This was due partly to the
slower rate of carriage feed at Elk.
The average turn time given for lk Lumber Company
sawing pine was not exactly representative of the
aken for most turns made at this mill. Several
in. logs were sawed while this study was being
made
These logs were actually too large for the mill
and en trnusual amount of time was taken to turn them.

These few high turn times caused the overall average for

this mill to be quite high as shown in Table 6. Observetion indicates that the average turn time for Elk would
be about the same as for Medco.

Elk Lumber Coiany took the least time to dispose

of the last oant when o.*ared with other single-cutting
fiuils This nilil had a cleated live roll approximately
8-10 feet long with its long axis parallel to the
carriage on the carriage sid. of the head rig roil case.
Due to this live roll or automatic oftbearer and to the

s"1l size of the last cant, the time to dispose of the
last cant at this mill was only .01.02 minute.
As mentioned before, Elk Lumber Company was sawing

all pine to a 6/4-inch thickness on the head rig. It is
interesting to note that this mill made 58.5 lines per M
board feet while cutting to that thickness.
Wtilazaette Valley Lumber Comany and Weyerhaeuser

at Springfield. The head-sawing operations of these two
ii11s waje oompared as representative of two large fir
eawa.t.Ua with extensive remanufacturing equipment.

The

mein difference was the fact that Weyerhaeuser had a

double-cutting pony rig, a gang, and a horizontal band
resaw as remenufacturing equipment while Dallas used two
gang saws and a horizontal bend resaw.

It was felt that

the second gang saw at Dallas approximated the double-

cutting pony at Springfield in larluencing the log
breakdown and outting policies at the head rig.
Tables B and 9 summarize the comparison of Weyer-

hasuser's Springfield mill and Willamette Valley Lumber
Coapeiiy.

The comparison aa based on logs 36 to 42 feet

in length and 32 to 40 inches in diameter. Al]. Logs
this size class at each mill were used in the
The degree to which Weyerhaeuser's Springfield

?ABL 8. A C(B(PARISON OF THE HEADLTIINQ OPERATIONS AT WErRtt'S
SPRINGFIELD MILL AND WILLAMETrK VALLEY LUMBER COMPANY

3pringfiei4

Number of j*

6

7

Total tise of study

27.88

30.16

Total gross scale (bd.ft.)

15.iOM

lh.361

a scale per log (bd.ft.)
scale per hour (bd.ft.)

2051

251?

28,561

32.501

Set outs tied

29

Lines ttae4

to load

22

22

75

80

.17

to set out

.03

return
trn
.37

bd.ft.

1.5

.5

5.0

5.6

Lines per horn'

Rate of feed (ft/ndn

feet in length; 32 to

diseter

43
TABLE 9. PERCENT OF TIME TAKEN FOR EACH RLT
AT WE! RBLEWS SPRINOFIEIJ) MYLL AND
VAlLEY LUMBER COMPANY

Springfield
Percent of
3.77

2.32

3.66

2.65

1L9J9

53.12

30.714

26.69

Turn

6.71

8.55

Cant off

1.58

1.66

thavoidable delay

14.35

1.59

Return

Avoidabl.e delay

-

3

mtU and Willamette Valley Lumber Company rely on remanu-

faoturing equipment is vary evident from a study of Table
8. Both head rigs are used primarily to break the logs
dow for the remanufaoturing department as is apparent by
the very low number of turns and lines per M board feet.

Springfield took longer to load and less time to turn
than Dallas. However, the average time per line was
essentially the same. Springfield had a slightly higher
rate of production, made a few more cuts par hour and
had a little higher rate of carriage feed.
The sawyer at Springfield was quite particular

in Selecting the first face of a log. Rather than dog
he log and start sawing as it happened to roll on the
tage, be quite often turned the logs varying amounts
the hook turner before he started sawing. Theretore, the average time to load was quite high.
The fact that Weyerhaeuser's Springfield mill had
cant flippers and air dogs may be a reason for the
faster turns indicated in Table 8. The WillaLnette
Valley Lumber Company carriage bad manually operated dogs

and no cant flippers..
The exact degree of influence which these
mechanical differences had on the time taken to turn is
iniIrnon. However, it is the writer's opinion that the

qu1pment at Springfield is conducive to faster turns.
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The percent of delay time as it appears in Table
and other similar tables eoaring two mills should be
disregarded. It is possible that the logs which fail
within the size class of the comparison have an unusual

9

amount of delay time. If so, the percent of delay time
would be too high and not truly representative of condi-

tions at the mill.
Corvallis Lumber Coany and Willamette Valley
Lumber Comyany.

Corvallis Lumber Company and Willamette

Valley Lumber Company's Dallas idl1 were ooared to
analyze the bead-sawing operations of two fir mills with
great difference in productive capacity. Dallas has

proximately twice the cutting capacity of Corvallis.
Tables 10 and 11 anmnu'i'lze the comparison of
Corvallis Lumber Company and Wivamette Valley Lumber
Cot any. This comparison was based on logs 32 to 38 feet

in length and 24 to 32 inches in diameter. All logs

tailing in this size class at each mill were used in the
comparison. The effect of log size was therefore largely
sliralnated.
The results of this comparison were somewhat unctsd. Table lb shows that on the logs timed
Corvallis Lumber Company was cutting at essentially the
rate as Willamette Valley Lumbar Company.
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'ABIZ 10. A COMPARISO!( OF TRE EELDSAWThO OPtATIONS AT CORVALLIS
LUMBER COMPANT AND WILLAJETTE VALLET LUMBER COMPANY

Number of logs*

Total ti of study
Total gross scale (bd.ft.)
Gross scale per log (bd.ft.)

hour (bdJt.)

ckros. sosle

Set outs tid
Turns tid
Lines timed

26.63

15.16

10.33K
1266

1126

22.82K

22.291

27

33

19
Th

Average time in

tolcad

.32

set out

.03

.1

t off
per line

bdJt.

1.9

2.

bd

7.,

9.8

Inea per hour

188

Rate of feed (ft/mm)

219

Loge 32 to 38 feet in length; 21& to 32 inches in diame

218
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TABLE 11.

PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME TAKEN FOR EACH INT AT

CORVALLIS LUMBER COMPANY AND WILMMETTE LUMBER COMP

Percent of total time
Lod

Avoidable ds1a7

b39

2.1].

3.60

3.30

18 .58

.02

28 .isO

.09

5.16

is .29

1.86

1.91

8.21.

5.28

Tha equal production rate was believed to be due

to the fact that the logs included in this study fell
within the optimum size range for Corvallis Lumber Company
while thay were below the optimum size for Willamette
Valley Lumber Company. Table 8 shows that with the logs

used in the Dallas and Springfield (Weyerhaeuser) compari-

son, the production rate at Dallas was considerably
higher than on the logs used in this study. The quality
of loge being sawed at Dallas undoubtedly had an important

effect on this production rate also.
Dallas took more time to load, saw and turn than
Corvallis. Less average time per line and, more time for
return was taken by Corvallis. Table 10 indicates that
Corvallis made more turns and lines per M board feet,
mede more lines per hour and had. a higher rate of carriage
feed.
Both of these mills had manually operated dogs, a
and a hook turner. However, Corvallis Lumber
carriage had cant flippers which were used to
a
in log turning. The sawyer and setter displayed
high degree of coordination in lug these flippers.
This fact miy have accounted for the low turn time at
Corvallis It should be pointed out that Dallas was
sawing bad logs during one study period. It is possible
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these logs increased the overall average turn ti
Rosebur Lumber Cozaiy's band and circular mill.
Rossburg Lumber Company's band and circular miUs were
oompared to determine if there were any differences which
could be attributed to the circular head rig. These mills
had essentially the same amount of remaxuxtaoturing equip.ment, Both had bend resaws. The main difference between
them was in the type of head law.
Tables 12 and 13 summarIze the comparison of
Roseburg Lumber Company's bend and circular mills. This

ooarison was based on logs 24 to 30 feet in length and
28 to 36 Inches in diaiter. All logs falling in this
size at each mm were used in the comparison.
The band and Circular mills of the Rosebuxg
Lumber Company compared very closely. Actually no

definite differences other than the higher rate of
carriage feed can be attributed to the circular aaw since
it was possible to crowd the circular rig more than the
band. The band rig took slightly more time to load, set
out, Ind return. The circular mill had a higher turn time
but a lower average time per line than the band mill.
The band mill made more turns and less lines per

II board feet than the circular mill while the latter
awls more lines per hour and had a higher rate of

TA

A COPABISON OF T1
AND CIRCULAR MTJ

HEAD.-SAWINO OPERATIONS AT

OF ROSEBURO LUMBER CO3IPA1I

Band

U

Nusber of loge*

Total tine of study

Total gross scale (bd.ft)
(boss scale per log (bd.ft.)
Gross scale per hour (bd.ft.)

1h16
5.l0M
1080

36.55
U.2oM
1291

22.881

23 .31

7

Lines tied
Average tine in minutes:

toloed

.08

to eet on

.03

toa

.10

return

.10

to turn

.09

cant off

per line
per M bdft.

Lines per I bd.ft.

.08

.03

.03

.25

.23

2

2.2

10 .!

11.2

Lines per hour

237

261

of feed (

219

306

Rats

La24

28 to 36 inches

TABLE 33.

PERCENT OF TOTAL TIME TAKEN FOR E&CH ELEMENT AT

THE BAND AND CIRCUL&R MILLS OF ROSEBTJRO LUNHER COMPANY

C

rcent of total time
14.02

2.146

1.77

1.92

1*0.0

37.18

37.99

39.92

Turn

8.143

10.014

Cant off

1.20

.014

thiavoidabie delay

6.143

7.14)4

Rettu'n

Avoidable delay

and length in feet 26 to 20 logs on based was on
This Company. Lumber Woodard and Company Lumber

comparison the suiimsrlze 15 and 14 Tables
resaw. band vertical
7-foot a only had Woodard while resaw 54-inch a and rig
pony double-cutting a had. Fischer Woodard from differed
actually equipment remanutaoturing more with Fischer
how determine to compared were They saw. bead the
at iency attic overall same the approximately have to ed
appear- Company Lumber Woodard and Company Lumber Fischer
Fischer
Company. Lumbar Woodard and Company Lumber

time. return carriage average high the caused
acceleration sluggish somewhat with carriage a plus faot
This out. the in crowded was saw circular this above,
out pointed As time sawing than time return average
higher a had rig circular the that showa 12 Table
sawed. are logs large unless
realized not are saw band this of advantages the arently
Ap-.
feed. carriage of rate slower a had rig, circular
the as power of amount same the and kert the of two-thirds
with rig band the that observe to interesting is It
studied. loge the on mills
these at equal approximately was production The

two

teed. carriage
52
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A CIPABIS01

T

L4: cP

AND

}1A.D SAWING OPERATIONS AT

Tischer
16

7

Tota] tii o

udy

a (bd.ft.
Gross scale i r log (

Total gross

17.20
3.9311

2J.8
7.6211

!76

scale per hour

Set outs tid
Turns tid

27

37

2b

UI

Lines tfrød

A'erage ti

in sinutes:

to load

.11

to set out

.03

tos

.07

to return

.07

to turn
for cant off
per line

.08

.19

3.1

per 11 bd.ft.

per U bd.ft.
per hour

of feed (ft/sin)
1 Logs 20 to 26 test

23 .Ij

]$ .3

321

287

319

260

gth; 20 to 28 inches in

TABLE

PERCENT OF TOTAL TIHE TAKEN FOR EACh EMT AT

FISCHER LUMBER COMPANT AND WOODABI) LtflIBER COMPANT

Fischer

Percent of total t1

Cant off

thavoidab1e delay
Avoidable delay

b.3o

609

14.13

5.23

37.27

39.87

38.90

33.514

9.36

9,31
5.31
65
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20 to 28 inche3 in diameter. All logs falling in this
size class at each nil].]. were usd in the Comparison.

As would be expected, the influence of the doublecutting pony rig at Fischer Lumber Company was obvious.

Fischer out fewer lines per M board feet and fewer lines
per hour yet had a higher rate of production than Woodard Lumber Coziany, The overall efficiency of the beadsawing operations at these two mills compared qulte
olosely.
Woodard Lumber Company took more time to load but

'aa faster in disposing of the last cant.* Al]. other
elements were within .01 minute of each other at these two
mills. The average time per line was slightly higher for
Fischer Vioodard had a slightly higher rate of carriage
teed.
Table 15 reveals that Fischer Lumber Company kept

the saw in the log a higher percent of the time.1 Woodard
Lumber Company used a higher percent of time for carriage
return than for the sawing element The higher percent
of time for the cant-ott element at Fischer was evident.

9'he high oant-óff time at Fischer is discussed on page
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Clemens Forest Products and Rosboro Lumber Co
Clemens Forest Products and Rosboro Lumber Company were
compared because they sawed in the same rInnner and it was

desired to find, if any differences existed in the headsawing operations due to the greater atimt of remanufacturing equipment at Rosboro. Both mills sawed quite

leisurely and this pace was not altered unless the bead
rig got behind. Rosboro had a double-cutting pony rig
and a 7-foot verticaL band resaw while Clemens was equipped only with a 7-toot vertical band resaw.
Tables 16 and 17 suisnarize the comparison of
Clemens Forest Products and Rosboro Lumber Company. This
comparison was based on logs 30 to 36 feet in length and

8 to 26 inches in diameter. All logs falling in this
isa class at each mill were used in the comparison.
The pony rig at Roaboro Lumber Company caused a

definite difference in log breakdown at the head rig.
Roaboro turned one-half as many times per M board feet,
sawed less than half as many lines per M, had a much

slower rate of carriage feed and still cut at a slightly
faster rate than Clemens Forest Products. Although the
pony rig relieved the bead saw greatly it did not
contribute to increased produotion for the log sizes
under consideration, as Clemens sawed approximetely

the sa

log scale without a pony rig.
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TABLE 16. A CCIPARISON OP THE H ADSANING 0PR&TIONS AT
L?RR COMI'ANY aND CLEMENS FOREST PRODUCTS

Total gross scale (Molt.)
Gross scale per log (bd.ft.)

Clemens

Rosboro

19.09

26

14.331

722

6.7141

679

Gross scale per hour (bd$t.)

22.691

23.601

Set outs timed

22

214

Turns timed

17

7

Lines timed

61

149

Average time in minutes,

toloed
to set out

to

torsturn
turn

cant off

line

bd.ft.
Lines per I bd.tt.
per hour

feed (ft/sin

.35

5.0

2.5

17.8

7.2

192

70

238

1914

36 feet in length; 18 to 26 inches in disasi
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TABLE 17.

OF T(YAL TIME TAKEN FOR EACH TT AT

ROSBORO LUR COMPANT AND CLEMENS FORKS? PROD

Rosboro

Percent of total time
3.140

7.214

lê.66

14.58

1414.58

145.13

35.67

214.16

3.2.28

1.68
2.57

L

6.61
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Clenens Forest Products uBed more time for loading,

for setting out, and for carriage return.

Rosboro Lumber

Company tock more time to saw, to turn, and to dispose of
the last cant. Rosboro had a higher average time per

line.
The higher turn tints at Rosboro Lumber Company can

not be explained on the basis of differences in equipment.
The carriage at Clemens Forest Products had manually
operated dogs and air cant flippers. Rosboro Lumber
Company's carriage was equipped with air dogs and cant
flippers. Therefore, in the iter's opinion, Rosboro
should have been equipped to perform faster turns than
Clemens. Other factors apparently were responsible for
this discrepancy. Perhaps the leisurely pace at the head

rig did not require this mill to make fast turns.
The higher cant-oft time at Rosboro Lumber Company

was no doubt due to the fact that the last cant frequently was large and heavy. The ease-down arms were quite
often used on these cents. ven if the ease-dovn arms
were not used it took some tints to dispose of the heavy
cant
Table 17 shows that Rosboro Lumber Company used

only 24.16 percent of the total time for carriage return.
This value was lower than any of the other single
cutting rigs timed.

Fischer Lumber Company and Willaniette National
Lumber Comany.

Fischer Lumber Company and Willamette

National Lumber Company were compared because they were

both new mills with approximately equal remanufaoturing
equipment. Fischer had a double-cutting pony rig and a
54-inch vertical baud resaw while Foster had a gang and
a 7-toot vertical band reaaw as remanutaoturing equipment. It was assumed the gang saw and pony rig would
create approximately the same demand on the head saw.

Tables 18 and 19 suar1ze the comparison of
Fischer Lumber Company and Willamette National Lumber
Company.

This comparison was based on logs 26 to 32

feet in length and 26 to 34 inches in diameter.
oga falling in this size class at each mill were used
the comparison,

These two mills produced 8t approximately equal
Fischer Lumber Company took longer to saw, to
d to dispose of the last cant. The average load
time was higher at WillanLette National Lumber Company.

Foster sawed a few more lines per hour and had a higher

rate of carriage teed.
Fischer Lumber Company consistently had a high

average cant-off time. After the last cut was

de the

setter had to wait until the piece on the rolls was
clear before he could release the piece on. the carriag
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?ABLE 18

A COMPARISON OF THE HEAB SAVINO OPERATIONS AT

FISCHER. LUMBER COMPANY AND WILL&METTE NATION&L LUMBER COMPANY

Numberoflogs*

!otal time of study

total gross scale (bd.ft.)
(h'ose scale per log (bdft)

Fischer

Foster

9

7

2I.O8

20.27

9.79M

1088

8.78M

i251

Gross scale per hour (bd.ft.)

214.1401L

2.99M

Set outs timed

26

29

Turns timed

18

22

Lines timed

91

80

£erage time in minutes

to load

.10

to set out

.03

0

.13

to return

.08

to turn

.10

.07

for cant off
per line

.08

.0j4

.26

.25

per I hd.ft.

1.8

2.5

Lines per I bd.ft.

9.3

9.1

Lines per hour

227

237

Rate of feed (ft/j)

222

286

32 feet in 1gth; 26 to 3t. inches in. diameter
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19.

TOTAL TIME TAICEN FOR EACH ELEMENT AT

L m COMPANY aim WILLAMETTE NATIONAL LUMBER COMPANY

Fischer

Foster

Percent of total tiie

Cant off
Avoidable delay

3 jI

14.]5

3.70

h.Zb

.83

11.98

31.18

32.12

7.18

7.140

3.12

1.148

1.OI

8.63
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The exact reason why this element took so long was
uTtnown.

Since the study was made the rolls have been speeded up. A check with 4. logs showed that the cant-off time
was still quite high for this class of mill. The situation was surprising since this mill had been designed to

taoilitate fast and easy removal of the last cant. The
carriage was several inches above the roll case and a
beveled metal plate was used on the carriage side of the
head rig roll case to aid the offbearer in properly turn
ing down slabs and canta.
Table 18 shows that Fischer Lumber Company turned
1.8 times per M board feet as compared to 2.5 times at
WiUamette National Lumber Company. Therefore, it was
ocasary for Foster to turn approximately twice as many
a per M for the gang saw as Fischer did for the ponyband rig. A reason for this discrepancy could be due to

the tact that most oants going to a gang resaw are squar
ed up while a pony-rig cant may have only one or two
sawed faces.
Table 19 indicates that Fischer Lumber Company

kept the saw in the log a higher percent of the time.
This was partly due to the slower' carriage feed and

partly to the efficient carriage return at fischer.
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Weyerhaeuser TiRber Company

Longview

As mentioned before, the Weyerhaeuser Timber
Company null at Lougview wa8 more or less in a class of
its own, It was the only miii with double-cutting head

rigs that was timed. Therefore, this mill was not compared with any of the single-cutting mills in tables 2,
3, 4, and 5. A suxlrwn'y of the information obtained by
timing the head-sawing operation at this mill is giyen
In tables 20 and 21. This sunnary includes all of the
logs timed at each rig.
The set-out times at this mill were included in
the sawing time element. Most set outs were of very
short duration. Since the actual cut was made quickly
it was impractical to time the set outs separately.
Tables 20 and 21 illustrate the exceptional
efficiency of the head-sawing operations at Weyerhaeuser
Timber Couany'a Longview mill 2. Rig I was partloularly
efficient. On the logs timed this rig was cutting 35 M
board feet per hour. This very high rate of production
with the size of log sawed was a result of this rig
being extremely efficient fox' each element of the headsawing operation. This rig took less time to load and
equal or only slightly more time for the other elements
than rigs 2 and 3. Rig I made fewer turns and cuts per

6
TABLE 20,

AN ANALYSIS OP THE HLD 8AWING OPERATION AT

WEYERHAEUSER TIMBER COMPANY'S LONGYZEW MILL

Rig I

Rig 2

Number of logs

Total time of study (minutes)

19.19

Total gross scale (bd.ft.)

lO.76M

Gross scale per log (bd.ft.)

9.30
L69M

i69

978

Gross scale per hour (bd.ft.)

3.0M

22.79M

Turns timed

30

23

?orward cuts timed

89

80

Total cuts timed*

Returns tiasd

I.23U

37

16

130

100

30

16

Average time in minutes:

to load

.08

fcr forward cut

.06

for return cut

.06

.o

to return

.07

.0

.014

turn

.06

.07

.06

.014

.014

.02

.16

.22
U

Rate of fesd (ft/mm)
lDaluding
forward and reverse
Times WflSri carriage returned w

2.8

14.9

3.8

13.1

27.7

23.6

14141

632

61$

3

297

319

being made
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TABLE 2]..

?EItCENT OF TOTIL TIME TAKEN FOR EItCH ELEMENT AT
USER TIMBER COW'ANVS .WNGVIEW MILL

Rig 2

Percent of total ti
8.82

3.75

6.148

órward cut

1i3 .30

38.38

itun cut

25.95

21i.70

69.25

63.08

61.914

23.70

33.28

8.149

10.07

13.92

10.143

2.3i4

.21j

$flj return cut

turn

voidab]a delay
Avoidable delay

1.09
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M board feet and had a higher rate of carriage teed than
the other two rigs.
Rigs 2 and 3 were extrensly efficient when the
average size of the logs was considered. Although many
gang cants and timbers were sawed by these two rigs the
number of turns and cuts par M board feet were enough
to indicate that a considerable anount of thinner material was produced.

It is interesting to observe from Table 21 the
percent of total time the saw was in the log at these
double-cutting head rigs. This high percent of cutting
time coupled with the great number of' cuts per hour and
fast performance of all elements indicates a high degree
or efficiency at the head saw for these double-cutting

rig
Cutttn tins per M board feet

was realized that a direct comparison of the
footage cut per hour by the various mills would not have
been an accurate cotarison of the head awing operation
due to the variables already mentioned.
However, it was felt that a table showing the
cutting time per M board feet for varying sizes of logs
at each mill would be of interest. Table 22 shows the
trend in time necessary to cut various sized logs and

6

gives an idea of the optimum sized log for some of the
Curves were drawn for each mill and the curved
used in Table 22. The curves were based on logs

ngth classes - those less than 24 feet and
those greater than 24 feet in length. Eaoh of the two
length classes were divided into several diameter elasse
When three diameter classes were plotted a curve
was drawn. If the mill had only two diameter classes a
straight line wa drawn. If the averages for the two
diameter classes happened to fall fairly close together
it follows that the curve for that mill would not cover
a very wide range of diameters. At least three logs
were necessary in a particular diameter class before

ths class was plotted.
Table 22 presents in one place a comparison of
sawing time per M board feet for all mills. It is interesting to observe the time taken per U board feet by
mills with differing amounts of remanufacturing equipinent.

This table ahow8 that lk Lumber Company with
easentally no reiaanufacturin equipment took much
longer to cut a thousand board feet than did Rosboro,
Lumber Company where remanufaoturing equipment waS

relIed on heaiily for production.
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?ABIZ 22.

ADdf3LING TI

PER M BOARD FE

BY LQG SIZES

DOUGLAS FIR MTLI$*

Logs 21k. feet ]orig & shorter Logs over 21 feet lcn

Log diameter Indicated

Log diameter Indicated
optimum

optimum

2Q. !2

!9
1.35 3.85 3,25
3.50 2.60 2.95

Clemens

ovaUis

3.35 2.30 2.IiO
2.50 2.25 2J5

Foster
Springfield
Roeboro
Roee

Lcngvi:

2.55 2.00 1.70
2.hO 2.75 2.75
3.00 .ss

3.00 2.70 2.50
3.00 3.00
2.00 3.25
2.10 1.60
6.90 5.90

6.Io 5,50
Fischer
3J0 3.30 3.50
Medco Rig 1 (Fir) 335 2.75

2.ijO 1.li$

29"

31"
31"

(Pine)
290 2,90
Rig 2 (Fir) 3,25 3.05
(Pine 3.75 3,20

Roeeburg C
Woodard

3.50 3.00 2.70
5.20 3.90 345

val

3

1o"
33"
35"
32"
ho"

20-inch diameter class with logs less than
24 feet long, Weyerhaeuser Timber Company

Longview rig

2 took the least time (2.00 mm.) and Elk Lumber
Company used the most time (6.90 mm.) per M board feet
Rig 3 at Longview took the least time (1.60 nun.) per K

in the 30-inch olass while Elk again used the most time
(5.90 mm.).

With logs greater than 24 feet in length and in
the 20 4nch diameter class, Longview rig 1 end Rosboro
Lumber Company took the least time (2.40 nun.) per M
board feet while Clemens Forest Products took the most
time (4.35 mm.). Weyerhaeuser's Springfield mill took
less time (2.00 and 1.70 nuin.) per M in the 30 and 40inch diameter class while Clemens again took the most
ime (3.85 and 3.25 mm
or these classes.
As shown in Table 22 the logs sawed by several
lls fall within only two diameter olassea. In such
oases a straight line was drawn and no optimum-diameter
log could be indicated, except for Elk Lumber Company

where the curve bad three points on it but did not
extend to the 40-inch diameter class.
Number of turns and

er K board feet

The influence of renuanufacturing equipment on the
hea.aawing operation might be determined by comparing
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the number of turns and outs per M board feet made by the
artous mills This informat ion for the mi11 studied is
shown in Tables 23 and 24.
Mills with a greater amount of ramanufacturing
equipment made fewtr turns and outs per M board feet.
Moat mills made fewer turns and outs per M as the size of

the logs increased. Roaboro Lumber Company was an exoeption in turns per M board feet. Rosboro performed approxitely the same number of turns per U regardless of log
diaateter.
1k Lumber Company made the most turns and cuts

11 board feet with logs less than 24 feet long and 20
inches in diameter. Rosboro Lumber Company made the

least cuts and turns for logs of tiLts size.
3.k Lumber Company again had the highest number

turns and cuts per U board feet for logs 30 inches
in diameter and less than 24 feet 1cig. Ho8boro made
the least number of cuts but rig 3 at Weyerhaeuser's
Longview mill performed the least number of turns per U

for logs of this size.
Weyerhaeuser's Springfield mill and Rosboro
umber Company had the lowest number (2.5) of turns per

board feet for logs 20 inches in diameter and greater
than 24 feet long. Springfield had the lowest number

a per U for logs of this size. Fischer Lumber

23

NUI1R OF TURNS PER THOUSAND BOARD FEET

114 SEVERAL LARGE DOtXBJAS FIR IIIJLS*

Loge 214 feet lcnj and shorter Logs over 214 feet long
Log Diameter

25' 30" 35"

Log Diameter
140"

20" 25"

30' 39'

3.2 2.5 1.9

Springfield
Fischer
Rosboro

Roseburg B

.62.9 2.2

Longvir Rig 3.
Rig 2

14.9

Rig 3

3.3 1.3

14.6

73 5.2

Elk (Fir)
(Pine)

5,0

edco Rig 1 (Fir)

14.14

5k 14.2

(Pine:

2 (Fir)
(Pine

Based

1.6 lJj

3.2 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.9
.1 2.1 1.9 2.6
.2 2.7 2.2 1.9 1.8
2.5 2.1 1.7 iJi 1.2
3.9 3
2.8 2.5 3.0 2.2 1,5
3.0 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.5 2,5 2.6
3.5 3.3 3.2 3.2 2.6 1.9

PC

Woodard

140"

14.1 bJ

3.1 14.1

5.9

14.6

3.6 33

14.8

3.8

78 6.3

!i.9

6.2

3.5 2.5 1.9

14.8

7.1 5,3 lj,O 3.1 2,6

curved vain

214. NUMR OF CUTS PER ThOUSAND BOARD FFET

IN SEVER.L lARGE DOØOLAS FIR MILLS*

Logs 21 feet long and shorter

Loss over 214 feet long
og D

25"

30" 35"

140"

20"

25"

30"

12.0 10.5 9.0 8.0 7.5

13,0 9.5 8.0 7.0 6.5

9.0 7.5 6.5 6.0 5.5

10.5 9.0 7.5 6.5 6.0
7.14 6.6 5.9

Springfield
scher

19,0 16.8 15.0 13.5 12.9 11.9 10.2

8.8

12,3 11,7 10.5 9.0 7.0 8.3 7.2 6.5 6.2 6.5
163 314,5 12.8
Longview Rig 1

19.0 114.o 9.0

Rig 2

28.0 27.5 27.0

Rig 3

22.5 17.3 114.0
56.0 1414.8 37.0 314.0

72.0 68.0 146.14 Zsl.5 dco Rig

Fir)

23,8 20.8 18.0

(Pine

edco Rig 2 (liz)
Pine

11.8 9.5 8.0

21.5 20.5
214.5 2b.O 23.3

314.5 30.7 27,0 20,6 19.3 17.6 15.3 11.2
28.0 23.14 19.5 17.0 16.0
values
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Coiçany made the least number or cuts per 1*1 board feet

for logs 30 inches in diameter and more than 24 feet long.
Springfield again made the least number of turns
and outs per M board feet for logs 40 inches in diameter
and greater than 24 feet long.

Discussion of results
A good criteria of an efficient head-sawing operation might be developed from this study. Many observations have been made in previous discussions pointing out
reasons why some mills

re apparently very efficient in

performing certain operations. From these statements a
general definition of an efficient head-sawing operation
is.ventured.
The head-sawing operation should be conducted in
a mnner that will give the greatest amount of highquality production with the equipment present throughout
the mill. The saw should be kept in the log as much of
the time as possible. The time consumed in performing
the related operations of head sawing that must be done
by the sawyer and setter should be kept to a minimum.
The log breakdown at the head rig should be in a menner

that will ': intain a high rate of production and still
not swas

the seji

any unit of remanufacturing equipment. At

time quality should not be sacrificed due to a
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rate of carriage teed or haphazard and reckless
breakd

The influence of mill design on the bead-sawing
operation was well illustrated in some of the mills
studied. This factor was not considered in planning for
this study. However, it beoan evident as the study

progressed that mill design was a limiting factor to
higher head-sawing efficiency in certain mills.
Among mill design limitations were such factors as
insufficient storage space before the edger and trim
saws, edger transfer chains and head rig rolls possibly
too slow, slope of deck too great or too little and the
nigger positioned too far from the head saw.
Decisions on inil]. design are difficult to make
when a new mill is being built. It is usually desired
to build an efficient mill with a minimum of floor
space and a minimum of eense for other items such as
machinery.

Obviously no cut and dried recommsndat ions

can be given because each mill poses a unique problem
depending on many variables, such as size of logs to

cut, capacity, reaianutaoturing aquipnt, investment,

etc.
Generally speaking a mill should be designed to

most efficiently saw the average-sized log it will
receive

Yet the problem which arises is how to design
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a mill for the average log and still accommodate the
smaller and larger logs without too much loss of etficy.
During the oourse of this study it was found that
in most mills the head rig was not the limiting ractor
controlling the rate of production, Frequent delays due
to a wide number of causes occurred at the head rigs
timed. Many of these bold-ups were caused by secondary
equipment being swanped. Bome reasons for delay of the
hsad rigs were unknown. A study to determine the amount

of head rig delay tine attributable to secondary equipment should be worth while

the amount of delay time

Is aizeab].e enough, then the particular piece of equipment responsible should be critically analyzed.
The inortant influence of remanufaoturing equlpma

on the head-sawing operation has been mentioned

It was very likely that the various
mills had different degrees of efficiency in the remanua]. time e.

facturing department. The efficiency of remanufacturing
equipment was of course not, determined in this study.
However, an analysis of this department in several mills
would undoubtedly prove interesting and add valuable

information on the overall efficiency of mills.
A study of this type would be particularly
adaptable in determining delay times at mills as

ntjoned above. Most mills have the deck men note and re-

cord any aizeable delay but the frequent short delays go
unnoticed and unrecorded unless a spa etal effort is made
to time them. These delays taken individually may seem
insignificant. However, if they occur frequently they may
amount to a considerable item when added up over a long

period of time.
CONCLUSIONS

It is difficult to make definite conclusions on
the basis of the number of logs included in this study.
The data may not cover enough logs to guarantee that
average conditions prevailed. However, trends were
indicated often enough to Justify tentative conclusions.
Various measures of head-sawing efficiency might
be used. All measures must be based on a standard dia-

meter and length of log in order to eliminate the effect
of log size on head-sawing tj.
On the basis of a standard log size the effioteno,
might be nieastued by:
Lines per hour

Sawing time as a percentage of total time
Other variables, especially the amount of remanufacturing equipment and log quality appreciably affeet
the bead-sawing operation. or exiple, a mill With
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several pieces of remanufacturing equipment will saw
fewer lines per M board feet on the head saw and usuall
fewer lines per hour. No one combination or type of
equipment can be recozan.nded as being most erficient for
a given Situation unless the variables to be encountered
are known.

UL11 design is an jiortant factor influencing
-sawing efficiency. A mill should be designed to

efficiently saw the average-sized log it will
receive.
The head rig is frequently held up by the back
end of the mill. In many oases the head.aawing operation
is not the limiting factor in controlling the rate of
production.

An efficient head-sawing operation is one conducted in a manner which gives the greatest amount of highquality production with the equipment present in the

mill.
The continuous atop watch technique of timing was

found to be too laborious and iipraotioal for extensive

studies of this type.

RECOfENDATION3

It is recommended that further time studies of the
ad- sawing operation be made over a longer period of time
and including more logs than this study. This more
thorough study would enable the analyst to draw more valid
conclusions because he could more safely assume that average conditions prevailed.
A time study such as this would be useful for
Individual mills in several ways It could be used in
determining the amount and causes of delay time at m4lls.
The optimum sized log could be found. The degree of

efficiency loss on the larger and 8maUer logs might be
determined, thereby giving the upper and lower limits of
log size that might be sawed at a profit.
A time analysis could be made of any operation or
of equipment in the n.t.U. A time study of one
ation may disclose the need of' analyzing a second
operation due to the influence or interdependence of one
operation on another.
The technique used in timing the mills studied canrecommended for extensive investigations of this
type. The continuous stop watch method was accurate and
worked very well for the writer, however a large scale
study would entail such voluminous office work that it

i.e., operation, hea&..eawing the of elements various
the timing watch stop of consisted study This
elements.
set-out short very the record to attexited is .t
when encountered difficulties the eliminates method This
element. sawing previous the for time the of part as
recorded be would time set-out the Therefore, cut.
reverse the on log the entered saw the until noted be
not would value another but out forward the of bginning
the at recorded be would value time a used were timing
of method watch stop continuous the if Thus, loaded. or
turned is log a when possibly except times out set ignore
to is rig double-cutting a timing of method onnended
re A time. to difficult are rigs Double-cutting
eliminated. system
subtraction tedious the and recorded be would ement
each for taken time exact the method this By a.
the of right the to elements occurring often less the and
eolwms left the in placed be could elements occurring
frequent moat The tu1ng. of method watch stop double the
or back snap the of use the allow would which developed
be could form

satisfactory a that believed is t
ical. t iniprac
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loading, setting out, sawing, carriage return, turn
and disposal of the last cant.
Time studies were conducted in 13 djfferent sa
a, A brief description of each mill has been included gIving the amount and type of deck, carriage and
remenxfacturing equipment present.
A summery of the data obtained from timing these

adsawing operations has been presented in tabular
form. These tables illustrate the cutting policies and

general kiead.-aawing practices at each mill, based on

all of the logs timed.
Willamette Valley Lumber Company and Weyerhaeuser

Timber Company's Springfield mill used the most time

(.16 minute) to load while 1k Lumber Company and rig 2

at the ?dford Corporation used the least time (.05
minute). All mills averaged within .02 minute of each
other in aet-.out time.4, Clemens Lumber Company had, the

highest sawing time (.19 minute) and rig 2 at Madco had

the lost (.05 mInute) per line

Corvallis Lumber
Company and Clemens Forest Products had the highest

average carriage return time (.12 minute) while Elk
rig 2 at Mdoo had the lowest average carriage return
tIme (.05 minute). Rig 2 at Madco took the least time
to turn while Corvallis and Clemens used the most time
(.12 minute). Elk used the least t izue (.01 minute) to
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dispose of the last cant while Yisoher Lumber Company
used the most time (.09 minute).
Several comparisons of individual mills were made

The basis for these comparisons were either a similarity
or a contrast In equipment. These oomparions of mills
were made on logs falling within a restrioted-aize range.
Thus, the variable of log size was largely eliminated.
The results of these comparisons were tabulated. Any
differences, similarities or points of interest were
emphasized In a discussion of the tabular data.
Weyerhaeuser Timber Company's mill 2 at Longview

was the only mill equipped with double-cutting rigs.
Therefore this mU], was not compared with any of the
single-cutting mills. A summary of the information obtamed from timing the head-sawing operations at Longview has been included as a matter of interest.
It was not possible to rate the head-sawing
efficiency of each mill or Of any particular combination
of head-sawing equipment clue to the variation in log
size, log quality, mill capacity and remanutacturing
equipment. Instead, the head-sawing operation of each
mill was analyzed by the procedure described. This
same procedure could be expanded to analyze mre
critically the head-sawing operation or any other
operation at a sawmill. Also, as illustrated here,
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mills could be conared on the basis of sawing a partiass Of log.
A table showing the eacl..sawing tii

per M board

feet at the various mills has been presented. Weyeruser's Longview mill used the least sawing time per
M board feet for logs lees than 24 feet. Rig 2 took the
least sawing time (2.00 minutes) for loge 20 inches in
diameter, while rig 3 took the least time (1.60 minutes)
for logs 30 inches In diameter.
Roaboro Lurnber Coany and rig I at Weyerhaeuser's
Lzxngvlew

mill took the least time (2.4.0 minutes) per LI

board feet for logs ever 24 feet long end 20 Inches in
diameter. Rig 1 at Longview again took the least time
(1.45 minutes) for logs of this length and 30 inches in
diameter. Weyerhaeuser's $pringtield xnUl used the least
Ime (1.70 minutes) per LI board feet for logs 40 inches
in diameter and over 24 feet long.
Pables giving the number of turns and lines per
oard feet have been presented and. discussed. As
Ld be expected, mills with a greater amount of
remanufacturing equipment made fewer turns and lines
per LI board test )iDst mills made fewer turns and lines

per LI as the size of the logs increased.

-APPENDIX
----
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APPENDIX

The following tables illustrate the method of
timing and show how the data re compiled for this study.
Table 25 gives the time intervals recorded and the
code used with the continuous stop watch timing method

for a typical log. Table 26 illustrates the form in
which the time values for the various elements were
taken from Table 25.
Table 27 presents a surnmAvy of the totals of eight
typical logs. The percentage of total. time ueed by each
element, the average time in minutes taken for each ele-

ment, the rate of carriage feed and all other inforivtion presented in this paper may be conuted from the
totals given in Tabic 27.

I*TA SHZET

TARLE 25

Log

eet in length

L 19
22
142

514

R 70+67
814

96
12

22

33 $ 29
146

R60
71j

85

914 + 91

09

R 22
37

- wait on ro

68
82

97
01

10

20 inchea in diater

T1.E 26. LOG SUMM&R!

Log !fo. 2 - 12 feet in ].eng
Scale 800 bd ft
Load Set out
.19

20 inches in dieter cant off U.!). A.!). ?otal

Sa

.03
.03

.16

.10

.13

.1I

.1!

.12

.07

.03

.07

.12,]i
.19

.1

.09

1.3U

1.07

.014

.26

T&1L

S'

Log

No. Length Diani.

27. MILL S

Return uz'n Cent

off

(mm) (min) (mm) (mm)
-

1

38

08 1.05

1.014

1.34

107

.2.2

'- -

No.

No.

Outs
2

.05
.014

,, No,

tJ.D,* A.D. Set Turns Lines Ttma Remarks
2.46

3.10 Dry log

.07

rolls

3

38.

26

1190

.07

.08 1.65

1.68

2

3

114

3.614

14

140

26

1250

.04

.1.3

1.26

1.22

14

3

10

2.92

5

32

45

3040

.2$

.21 2.29

1.66

14

3

13

4.750*rd

6

36

31

3.600

.05

.12 1.53

136

.19

U

3.25 Wait

7

32

.10

1.45

1.54

.17 .05

1.52

1.52

.85

.07

1.03 12.09 10.89

2.16

.58

40

7.2

810

24

1010

.34

27

10360

.88

Unavoidable delay
#

Lveidabls delay

.2.4

.58

rolls

14.03 Wait

edger

14.26

.98

26

23

93.

28.41

